
OviStand Rise user manual

The OviStand Rise has been carefully designed from a super strong, high quality composite material. The hinges are an integral 

part of the material and designed in such a way that they can easily withstand up to 80.000 movements as being tested and 

confirmed by TUV Rheinland. OviStand Rise is designed for laptops up to 15.6” and has been tested with a load of up to 30 kg

(66 lbs). For regular use the maximum load shall be 4 kg (8.8 lbs)

The tension wire is made from an elastic high grade silicone. Although very strong, it can be overstretched and loosing its 

tension. So do not stretch it further than necessary to unfold or fold up your stand.    

Unfolding – Setting Up
Put the stand with the logo down - easiest on your lap - and push the top and base plate towards each other . Slide the wire 

into the slot of the base plate . Stretch with one hand the wire to prevent micro scratches by the tabs on the flaps, but allow 

slight pressure on flaps to get them latched .Push the flaps inwards until their tabs are secured into the latching holes .

Folding
Put the stand with the logo down and pull the top and base plate slightly outwards . 

DO NOT OVERSTRETCH THE WIRE!!! 

The natural tension in the flap hinges will make the flaps unlatch . After pushing the flaps fully outwards  push the top and 

base plate towards each other  so there is no more tension on the wire. Remove the wire from the slot and fold the stand.

Maintenance
The surface is made of high grade aluminum finished with a durable polyurethane coating preventing stains and fingerprints. If 

however your stand needs to be cleaned, just rinse and dry with a soft cloth it and it looks like new!  The tabs are made of 

relatively soft plastic but always reduce pressure from the top and bottom plate when folding or unfolding to prevent micro 

scratches as instructed.

Liability
Ovilli Design is in no form liable for damages incurred while using the OviStand Rise. The user is responsible for inspection of the

hinges, silicone bumpers and wire for possible damage and to ensure that the stand is properly latched and positioned on a 

stable surface. The laptop shall be carefully placed on the stand so that the stability is ensured. The stand can only be used 

within the limitations as mentioned. The placement of laptops or other objects that are larger than recommended or that have 

an inappropriate profile is solely at the risk of the user. Non compliance to these recommendations might cause laptops to slip or

topple off and get damaged.

PARENTAL WARNING: The OviStand is NOT a toy, improper use might cause clenching, suffocation and possibly injuries.
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